NO TWO ZEBRAS ARE THE SAME
No two zebras have the same pattern...
Just like our fingerprints...
Me and you have different fingerprints… as like Zebras’ stripes…

Those are our identities…
They can even have a different pattern on one side of their body to the other.
Some have white legs

Some have leg stripes all the way down the hooves, some have them halfway down...
Some have brownish ‘shadow stripes’ in between the black and white stripes

Some have narrow stripes close together
Three main kinds of Zebra…

COMMON ZEBRA

Their shape like pony…

Wide black stripes stretch down to the belly
Three main kinds of Zebra...

MOUNTAIN ZEBRA

Stripes are thin and close together on neck and body, but they become wide with bigger spaces on the rump.
Three main kinds of Zebra…

GREVY’S ZEBRA

This is the largest of the Zebras.

They have long, narrow head with big rounded ears.

Lots of narrow stripes on body and legs. Belly is white.
They live in different places…

Common Zebra live on the grasslands of Africa
Mountain Zebra live in the dry areas of Southern Africa
Grevy’s Zebra live in the dry areas of Northeast Africa
As like Zebra, we are also different...